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Primary instincts
Profs' thoughts on the candidates and issues
after Super Tuesday and Potomac primary
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KeHv GfMt was awarded the third annual Diversify [nhoniemenl Award (or her effort to promote diversity on campus Shi has been
involved with several multicultural student organizations and served os 0 service coordinator for Community Service learning
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When Kelly Greer first came to
JMU almost four years ago. she did
not know whnt her fiiturr would
be like. As a black student on a
predominantly Caucasian campus,
she felt like she didn't belong.
Greer was reeogni/.ed for
her efforts and commitment
to diversity at JMU on Jan. 25
with the third annual Diversity
Enhancement Award. The senior
sociology major doesn't know
what her future will hold, but
she has hopes of bringing social
justice and equal opportunities to
everyone she can.
"You can never truly be
strong in opinion and belief until
you've talked with people who
have experienced different lives,"
Greer said. "You can't experience
it yourself. If you think everyone
lives like you do, it'll shape your
opinions, and really affect your

beliefs, especially about social
justice '
Throughout
her
time
in
Harrisonburg, Greer has been
involved with several multicultural
organisations
She has been
OH the executive board for the
Black Student Alliance, the NeoUnderground Railroad Conductors
and Women of Color She is a
multicultural attache at the Center
for Multicultural Student Services,
as well as a service coordinator for
Community Service-Learning.
Dusty
Krikau,
assistant
Director of CMSS. nominated
Greer for the award in the fall.
They have built both a business
and personal relationship over the
past few years, and Krikau said
that Greer even babysits for her

children
"One thing that strikes me
about her is that she really is
altruistic," Krikau said. "She is
consistently on the ball about how
she wants the world to work for

everyone, and about social justice
in general."
In September, through her
role as attache Greer began a new
outreach program of diversity
panels
Tno
program
offers
professors the opportunity to
bring up topics and issues within
classrooms with a panel of students
from different backgrounds.
"I've always thought I have to
be the one to speak up in class,"
Greer said. "When it's a black
person's statement in a class of
all white people, it represents
the opinions of all blacks But if
a white person speaks up. they're
just saying their opinion."
Krikau said that the program
has helped Greer create a legacy
at JMU, especially since only 11
percent of student enrollment is
considered multicultural.
"It's difficult to have a
conversation about diversity in
w AWARD, pap*

The
presidential
election
continues to heat up as Supa
Tuesday
yielded
no
clear
Democratic truritninner and tinrace remains open.
"I think it was ccrtainlv the big
surprise that Super Tuesday was
designed to give us two nominees
and it did not." political science
professor Marty Cohen said. "I
think in many ways it reaffirmed
the status quo going into Super
luesdav
Although Sen. BarackObama. I>
- III., currently has a slight delegate
ad\ ant.igr over Sen. Hillary Clinton.
D - N.Y., due to his victories in
the Potomac Primaries, his lead
remains tenuous.
"But the question is if Obama is
continually tending up. the longer
he goes, the better he'll do, but
there's a point where he may peak,
and maybe he has peaked," Cohan
ntd Maybe he'll peak next week.
maybe he'll win before he peaks but
that's hard to sa\ and a lot ot it will
depend on the types of states that
are coming up."
Political analysts are currently
looking at future contests thai are
usually rendered inconsequential
due to the fact that there is a clear

It \oii look ahead to March,
when big states like Ohio and TouU
have primaries. Clinton would
figure to do well in Texas based on
the Latino vole," Cohen said. "And
then, assuming its not over, von
have basically si\ 01 seven weeks ot
no-contests and then Pennsylvania
on April 89."
While the Democratic Party
is still concerned with picking a
nominee, the Republican Party
seems to have found their man
in Sen. John McCain, R - Ariz.
However, despite the fact that he
lias .-merged as the Republican
frontrunner. he still faces i< maining
challenges in gaming | supportive
conservati\ chase while fm using on
the national election.
"He's ultimately going to get
the nomination, but noimalh when
that happens the momentum is
such that you seal the deal on a day
like Super Tuesday, and that didn't
happen." political science professoi
David Jones said, adding that after
Super Tuesda) analysis ol McCain
EDCUSM OH his problems with

cootervattvei
At this point.
that
issues like

< -aseoigne derided to participate
because they are both mountain
hikers. While they had originally
intended to bike across Europe
this summer, they eagerly signed
up for Journey of Hope instead.
The guy who interviewed us
said it completely changed his
life to stop and help people with
disabilities even d.i> and see
people in remote plan's that were
li.i|»|)\ even though they
disabled." Gaseoigne said

were

Since
they
decided
to
participate, the Uns have been
actively fundraising and training.
While they are required to earn
$5,000 each, they have a goal of
meting $10,000 for the cause.
The bikers give the money to

various charities that they meet
along the way.
So far 81 students have signed
up for this summer's Journey of
Hope event.
While Lewris is
nervous about not raising the
money in time, he is equally
excited to embrace the "challenge
and spend a large amount ol time
with people with disabilities."
Although Gaseoigne shares
similar anxieties, he is excited to
get started.
"It's about getting the word
out there to help the cause," he
said.
"The whole experience
is bigger than Jason and I, it is
taken so seriously because is it
not about us biking across the
country, it is the cause itself."
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BY ASHLtY HOPKINS
newi editor
This Valentine's Day season, JMU
students learned how to love the female

Soiot knows the Importance of thh
Sophomores Jason lewris and Chris Gascotqne are two students signed up to participate in
the Journey of Hope this summer, and will bike from Sin Francisco to Washington DC.

Jones thinks
iniini.i ilmn

Lecturers share secret
of female orgasm

the duo provided I funny, no holds-bar
approach to sex education.
Vbove .ill else, the pair encouraged
students to become comfortable with
their Unlies and In not l>e afraid to
touch themselves not just to figure out
what the\ eti|o\ sexuallv but to keep
track of possible health risks

BY KATE MCFUIAND
contributing, wnttr

Sophomores Jason Lewris and Chris

voting 00 in'

orgasm.
As part of the University Program
Board's relationship series, sex and
relationship educators Dorian Solot
and Marshall Miller educated students
on how to familiarize themselves
with their bodies, how work past the
misconceptions of sexual education,
and how to give, and receive, the perfect
female orgasm.
Solot
and
Miller
encouraged
students to talk without inhibition the
entire evening. Answering questions
ranging from the truth behind female
ejaculation to importance of the clitoris.

Students to
cycle across
country
Push America is the nationally
recognized philanthropy of Pi Kappa
Phi social fraternity, and includes an
event called Journey of Hope, a 4.000
mile bike ride across the United States
from San Francisco to Washington,
D.C. to raise money for people with
disabilities.
The event started in 10.87 when
Bruce Roger, a fraternity member,
decided to bike across the United St ales,
inspiring others to do the same. List
year's twentieth anniversary jouinev
included 92 members of Pi Kappa Phi.
In order to participate, the men must
Individually raise $5,000. Last year,
the group raised more than $500,000,
and to date the organization has raised
more than $10 million.
Hie members cycle approximately
Ho miles each day. stopping at local
disability organizations along the way.
Ilie men, traveling from June 15 to Aug
17, shower, eat and sleep at YMCAs and
high schools along the way.

frontrunner by the time the aclual

BY KELIY CONNIff
stniw writer

firsthand At 26 \ car sold she WM lying
in bed when she happened to run her
hand across her breast, noticing a small
lump that had not been there before. A
month later, at I routine check up. she
was diagnosed with breast cancel,
"The fact that I was comfortable
with m> sexuality ma> have saved my
lite." she said List year was her eighth
year in remission
1W pair has toured the country,
presenting more than 350 programs at
colleges And universities, businesses.
churches.
regional
and
national
conference's and adult education
centers. Solot and Miller have gained
media attention as well. ap|>earing in
inaga/iues such M COunopotttQtl and
A/en s/ien//'i and television shows such

as ThtO'RMOy Factor.
"We're also a couple M WC hive
professional exjH'rience as well as

IH
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all about the..

• HoK of the lemol« population
experiences their first orgasm
by the cm of IS. THe other hoK
on in their late leens or early
20s before they eiperience on
orgasm.

• On overage, it tokes women
70 minutes to have an orgasm.
Men lake five to 10 minutes.

• It is possible lor a woman to
hove I mental orgasm without
physical stimulation
While
researchers do not know how
common this is, they hove
found that some women ran
direct enorgy through lontosy

• The g spot does exist. It K
o smolloreo behind the pubic
bone, surrounding the urethra
and about 2 3 inches into the
vagina. G spot stimulation can
push on the urethra! sponge,
causing lemole ejaculation

- courfeey of Dorian Solot
and Marshall Miller
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper oi James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting noes involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial ami fair in its reporting and
firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout .lames Madison University and the local Harrisonburg
community. ( omments and complaints should be addressed to Mary Trances
Czarsty, editor.
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CLASSIFIEDS

ll(iv\ to place a classified:
- Go to icinc.tlwbrcc/.c.oiy and click on the classified link .11 conic into the office u,vU.i\~
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
- Cost: S5.00 for the first 10 words, S3 for each additional 10 words; lx>\ed classified,
tlO per column inch.
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CORREQIONS

In the Feb. 11 issue of The Breeze, the article "Queens for a day,"
Sabrina B. Miss Gay Hanisonbarg for tile 2O02-O3 calendar yetttj and
promoter of the Miss Gay Harrisonburg pageant, was incorrectly said
to have raised $2,500 for the Valley AIDS Network. In reality she has
produced five shows that have raised around $25,000 for the cause.
Sabrina's next show will be held at the Lucy Simms Community Center
on March 15. A large portion of the proceeds from this show will be used
to produce the Valley AIDS Network fundraiser in September.
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121 South Main Street Harrisonburg
540-564-1487

www.davesUverna.com

SERVING UNTIL 1:00AM
Gyros • Pizza • Homemade Bread & Desserts
Daily Specials • Seasonal Rooftop Dining
Live Entertainment • ABC On & Off

TAVFKNA F\N\HV\
710 Port Republic Road Harrisonburg
540-801-TOGO (86461 www.davcslavcrna.com

SERVING UNTIL 3:00AM
Steak & Cheese • Gyroy«-Pizza • Homemade
Chips & Bread • Full Menu Including Beer
Available For Delivery

1

Buy One Entree and Get One

Buy Two Entrees and Get One

|

FREE

FREE

• 1 cast optative item is free, Dine-In only, 1 coupon per table,
Present coupon when ordering, TAX, Gratuity and Alcohol not included

^ Dave'a Downtown Taverna

Expires March 3t 2008

'Least expensive item is free, Present coupon when ordering,
1 coupon per order, TAX, (iratuily and Alcohol not included

Editor: Ashley Hopkins
Editor: Koleigh Mohei
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EARTH club to host
Valentine date auction

breezenews@thebreeze.org

www.thebreeze.org

(540) 568-8041
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Coal is toxic, unregulated and the biggest contributor to global warming according to Blevint, It is
also the United States' largest lOOTCC of electricity,
Cancer risk is 10,000 times higher near coal disposal sites, according to an EPA study. Coal-fired
power plants release the largest proportion of mercury toxins in the US at 40 percent, according to
MJSB.com.
The pollution from existing power plants causes
24,000 premature deaths each year, and there arc
plans for 150 more coal fired power plants to be
built, including one in Virginia.
Both Green and Blevins have a positive outlook
regarding the future of mountaintop removal.
Green said that he foresees a ban on the process
within a couple of years of the presidential election.
"Bush is a massive roadblock." he said.
Affected communities are beginning to seek help
and file lawsuits. Junctions have been placed on
coal power plants and reform pieces of legislation
have been proposed in Congress.
In 2007, JMU and hundreds of other colleges
signed the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment, pledging to decrease
their amount of emissions anil IncratM awareness
of global warming.
"It's really at a critical moment right now because there is so much awareness and involvement,"
Blevins said. "It will be interesting to see how well
we're able to resist this industry."
Green said that voluntary conservation is the
first step in outlawing mountaintop removal.
"Everybody needs to realize the connection that
they have to this process. Every time anyone turns
on a light switch anywhere, you're calling forth energy from rocks from coal being burned."

BY CAROLINE COURHOYER
stiHwntir

The EARTH Club is kicking off Valentines Day
(his year with an old-fashioned date auction at 6
p.m. at Taylor Down Under, benefiting Mountain
Justice Spring Break
MJSB is a week-long trip of 100-200 students
from around the country serving communities impacted by the coal industry, learning how to resist
the industry and empowering people to make change
through direct action, according to MJSB coordinator Eric Blevins.
In its second year, it will be held in Damascus,
Va., March 1-9.
"One of the biggest goals is to bring national attention to the story of mountaintop removal and
to the community impact that coal has on people's
lives," said junior Marley Green, who attended the
first MJSB last year.
Mountaintop removal has been occurring in Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio and
Pennsylvania for over 100 years. The mountains are
blown up to retrieve the coal from inside for it to be
shipped out and burned so that it can provide electrical power.
If mountaintop removal continues, half of the
mountains in southern West Virginia will be gone
by 2015, according to Green.
"These are real, natural assets that provide habitat, culture and amazing recreation that are literally
disappearing every single day," he said. "Anybody
should be frightened by the idea."
Besides destroying the natural beauty of Appalachia, home to the most bio-diverse forests on Earth,
mountaintop removal has an effect on climate.
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SafeRides celebrates
first anniversary

3

ORGASM: Student reaction suggests 'JMU is all about the 0'
*>*-»**

BY ASHION SMITH
stoHwritw

On Feb. 16, SafeRides will celebrate its first anniversary,
and members have plenty to celebrate. Having given 4463
rides since their opening, SafeRides has established itself with
o\er 200 members.
"SafeRides has come a long way since our inception in February of 2001," said Tamra Comwell, executive director. "Our
lirst ve.tr oi suavssfiill) driving has l-vn not only successful,
but encouraging."
It has been a learning process, one that Comwell remembers wry well.
"I remember the first phone call we received," Comwell
said. "My hands were shaking as I was trying to write down
the patron's information. It's just incredible how far we have
come.*'
Not only has the number of rides given exceeded expectations, but the number of members has as well.
The energy is much more intense, which is something we
MW expected it to be," said Amy Sale, public relations director. "We reached big gtals this year, with technical things like
nonprofit status, tax deduction, fundraising and upgrading."
However, the members had to work through some minor
kinks to get there. The second weekend of fall semester SafeRides did not run due to a shortage of workers.
"Everyone signs up for three nights a semester through
Blackboard, and we had times we didn't have enough people
to work." Sale said. "So I sent out an e-mail to our members,
and everyone really stepped up to make sure that didn't happen again."
Comwell said even though SafeRides did not run. she got
encouraging feedback from the organization's supporters.
"We actually got a positive response in support of the organization from administration," Comwell said. They were
disappointed not to see us drive after all of the hard work that
was put into it and gave us all the support we needed. We have
not not run since."
One of the biggest problems SafeRides has faced is finding
a national sponsor and maintaining funds to continue expansion here in Harrisonburg.
"We would like to have that cushion," Sale said. "Right now
it is limiting us from running more cars."
It costs about $700 a weekend to run SafeRides. including insurance, car rentals and gas. There are three cars running each night with one driver, a navigator, two phone operators and a linguistics operator. Even with these costs, there is
$ 19,000 in the bank for future weekends. SafeRides has spent
around $9,000 so far this year.
Sale and the rest of the SafeRides staff have been working
hard to maintain funds to keep the program ninning by having
fundraisers such as SafeRides weeks, letter writing parties and
they ask for donations.
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Sei educolors Dorian Solol and Marshall Miller presented information from their book "I Ion Female Orgasm" lo students Tuesday nighl Ttiis event was port ol UK's relation
ship writs, which mil continue through this week While Solot and Mrller have toured colleges across the country, this wos their first rime ol JMU
MGASM, From front

personal experience," Solot said.
Tile couple came lo JMU after junior Erik Hernandez read their book,
'I Love Female Orgasm: An Extraordinary Orgasm Guide," and saw that
they toured college campuses. He Ihoughl the program could benefit
students who had been told that sex was bad and were taught abstinence
over safety.
"I thought that in a school that has about 12,000 girls and 4.000 guys
this would be a a perfect program," he said.
Hernandez contacted UPB in June, and the group worked to get the
duo on campus. Once the plans were set and the group knew that Solot
and Miller were set to come in February. UPB started promoting the event
Despite advertising, members were surprised by the student response.
"We had expected 400 people and there were abuut 1.200 who showed
up,"said sophomore Kelly Patullo, director of special events for UPB. adding
that the group had lo make more space within the Festival Ballnmin lo
accommodate students. F.ven with the provisions students were crammed
into the room, sitting on Ilk* floor, in the aisles and in front of the stage.
Students' reactions were positive. While some came to gain more
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experience in the art of krvemuking. others enjoyed being aide to talk openly
about relationships and sexual health.
"[I came because] I could use practkv kraming about the female
orgasm," freshman Sal P'Angelosaid.
His roommate, freshman Taylor ChiamiAi, came for similar reasons.
"1 wanted to learn more about [tile female orgasm] for my girlfriend,"
lu-said
'Ihe females in the crowd, however, seemed to come for different
reasons
"Female orgasms aren't really talked about." freshman lv> Walker sakl.
"I thought it was a good way to get more information."
Freshman Frin Kwiatkoski also learned a kit from attending the
event. She sakl her favorite part of performance was when MiUer took the
men out of Ihe tallronm and down to the Highlands room for a separate
discussion.
"It made it easier to talk witlxHit inhibition, sin- sikl
Ihe crowd's excitement didn't go unnoticed.
"JMU was an innvdilih large ami enthusiastic crowd." Solot sakl. "I
would say that JMU is all about the (>"
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Regardless of its financial situation. SafeRides Ls looking forward
to celebrating its first birthday with
ewtyone that has helped make it
|«)ssihk'
\\<- ,uv having a birthday
celebration Saturday on campus
for supporting faculty, executive officers, the general body and
our members," Sale said. "We are
.ilso doing tun things in the cars
this weekend to thank JMU like
running through the McDonald's
drive-through to get them something.'
'Hie festivities are taking place
tins weekend and Sale is excited to
revel in the successes of the organization
"We are spending about $100
[on the party]," Comwell said.
"Iliis includes printing costs for
pubtidty, a birthday party celebration for administration and general body, as well as advertisements
and goodies that will be passed out
in the can
Not only do SafeRides' memMn Want mure e\[iosure, hut they
also hope to further establish their
name.
"We also plan to continue our
development as an organization
within the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, giving back to show
DOW much we appreciate what they
baw gtvOD us. WUcfa is .1 rare opportunily to mi MI." (Vmiwdl tm
Comwell s hope is that the oritfon will continue to grow

md become a liable group at JMU
for future student

*0 buyatoyota.com

NOI AIL CUSTOMERS Will QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE Of NEW UNTIIIEO TOYOIA HOOEIS THROUGH PARTICIPAIING TOYOTA
DEAIERS AND OYOTA F'NANCIAL SERVICES SEE DEALER OR VISIT WWW TOYOTAf INANCIAl.COM/FINANCE FOR DETAILS COLLEGE GRADUATE "ROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR II f',

"I look forward to coming Iwck
to JMU and hearing about all the
wonderful things the organization
has accomplished," Comwell said.

™? YOU ®&w @® IF® nuai?ia@w[i JMU
JMU participates in the National Survey of Student Engagement
to learn more about JMU students' experiences
and to see how we compare with peer institutions
on a variety of measures. Previous results have led to
improvements with advising, student-faculty contact,
and an expanded Writing Center.Your help is needed
in identifying additional areas in which JMU can improve.

The survey is administered on-line
to a random sample of first- and senior-year students.
If you are included in the sample,
please complete the survey.
What can YOU do to improve JMU?
Take a few minutes and fill in
a few circles on your computer.

rossing
Looking For The Time
Of Your Life?
Stop by today and fill out your
application. Spaces are running
out quickly!
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D
E, F, G, H
I, J, K, L

' For questions about the NSSE survey
contact Randy Mitchell
Associate Vice President for Student Success
at 568-3787 or mitcherlPjmu.edu
j

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

HARRISONBURG'S NEWEST LUXURY OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
4 Bedroom:: 4 1/2 Baths:: 2 Laundry Rooms : Granite Countertop* :: Walk-In Clown
2 Blocks From Campus :: Fitness Facility :: Security Cameras :: And Much MonFor Leasing Information.
m

540-434-5150
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ELECTION: War no longer top issue
ELECTION, from front

for which McCain sponsored
legislation last summer, might
come to the forefront with the
economic decline. Although in
recent months many students on
campus have called the war in
Iraq an important issue, Jones
thinks that the war is becoming
less important with the general
public.
M
I think Iraq is fading in the
general public, from some of
the military successes, it's not
as tragic and is less prominent
in the news," Jones said. "The
campaigns have moved away
from it and to some extent,
the news olivets jus! passive!)
mirror what the campaigns m
talking about."
In
terms
of
media
coverage, Cohen focused on

the intangibility of being able
to understand what drives the
media and its consumers.
"They don't focus on the
issues very much at all, and
politics is a game and contest
for people," he said. "Whether
that's the chicken or the egg: it's
what we want or that's what they
give us or whether they give it to
us and we all take it, that's very
hard to say."
Cohen also spoke about the
youth vote and the positive effect
that Obama could have.
"I don't think you can count
on the youth vote, but Obama
may be better suited than any
candidate since Kennedy to bring
out the youth vote" he said. "So
if anyone can do it, it would be
him. However, what do they call
the candidate that relies on the
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AWARD: Program grows with Greer

ROCK THE VOTE

fir, /

www.ttiebreeze.org

youth vote? The loser, because it
generally doesn't happen.
Jones also cautioned against
counting out election factors
that many voters often dismiss
as superficial.
"Leadership,
style
and
personality always matter and
it's going to be important because
the differences between people
like Obama and Clinton are
vast," Jones said. "I think that's
a big part of the Democratic race
because they* are so similar on
many issues."
This article is the third in
a four-part series that will
examine how members of the
JMU community feel about the
issues raised in the upcoming
presidential election. Check
back in the middle of March for
the next installment.

AWARD, from front

a class that's all white," Krikau
said "She took this program from
the ground up. It wasn't even
on my radar lo do this. We've
received glowing reviews from
professors who have used it. The
conversations are consistently
exciting for everyone involved."
Currently the program has
been used mostly within the social
sciences, but Krikau hopes it will
expand across all studies.
(Jreer was chosen from among
three student nominees for the
award by the selection committee
in the office of the special assistant
for Diversity. Jackie Rufo, executive
assistant, said that though there was
not the turnout of nominations the
office had hoped for, each student
was highly qualified.
They were all worthy of the

award, ami we appreciate all
their hard work," Rufo said. "The
involvement tluit KeDy lias liad with
so many organizations since she
started and the way she champions
diversity made her stand out."
Greer did not know that she
was nominated when she first
received the news about wfafltag
from her mother. Greer was out
of town and the notice came to her
house.
"I was really confused at first."
Greer said.
The award, a plaque and $500
was presented to Greer at a semiformal reception. Two faculty and
staff members received awards as
well. The Women of Distinction
Awards were also presented.
"We try to make it a special
point in their lives," Rufo said
about the event.

Now, Greer is preparing for
her life after graduation. She
lias considered a wide array of
opportunities, from graduate
school, to teaching abroad, to
working within higher education.
"My heart is in so many places
I can't decide what to do next."
Greer said. "I've been encouraged
l>\ rm mentors to keep in higher
education. They've liad such a large
IITIJI.UI (in me. and I want to have
that impact on others too."
knkm. who Greer called "my
boss, my teacher, my mentor," ILLS
no doubts that Greer will haw a
rewarding and impacting future.
"Kelly can do anything," Krikau
■Id "It doesn't matter what
field she's in. she'll bring social
juttfa Into ft Kelly has so many
options, and shell do great in all

of them "

SGA RECAP
The Senate passed an amendment to a bill stating that any organization requesting a contingency
to fund an event may make profits if they send the profits to a non-profit organization approved
by the Senate.
SGA and Dining Services are co-sponsoring a scavenger hunt to show students the number of
opportunities available to use dining dollars. Students will have to go to different dining halls and
purchase a specific item in order to receive a punch. When all five punches are received and the
cards are turned in, students will be entered in a chance to win a $100 gift card to Wal-Mart

CLEAR UP OLD DEBTS WITH US.
Leaders in debt consolidation.
Low Interest Personal, Business, or Mortgage Loans.
Good or bad credit accepted.
Self employed/employed.
No hidden fees.
Free consultation & 1 hour pre-approval.

Call today 1-866-210-6802

SPRING BREAK
TRAINING FOR LIFEGUARDS
Stop In or C all Today (540) 289-4939

*.i«k for Carol Marshall

Gel application online 1/ www.mas8re8ortjob8.com

Donating plasma at
BioLife Plasma Services
can save a life and
pay you back.

PIECE OF UREC!
Apply now at joblink.jmu.edu
for summer & fall positions

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION T.
540.801.0672
Biolife Plasma Services • 269 Lucy Drive • Harrisonburg, VA
www.biolifeplasma.com

%%###
FOR NEW
DONORS ONLY

BONUS COUPON
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YOU STILL HAVE TIME!
~- APPLY NOW TO,

STUDY ABROAD
THIS SUMMER^ OR^FALL
OPEN PROGRAMS FOR SUMMER 2008 AND FALL 2008

Seme/ter in 10AD0A
Study Uv Europe's wtost cosmopoLitan cbty
while,you/ LU/& atJMU's ounv Madison, House,

Seme/ter in fiOREflCC
Be, <wvu)HM the,jtrst to kaAre, cLatse* wo
JAAU's KT Century Paltuaco Cap&cnias
you study Uv the, craAh, of tke, KeMA^saMice,

f eme/ter in SfllflfflflACII
Enjoy the, city's erichaAiti^ia m^die,utUy tkwr&ober
asyou study a± a, twiwvsuty tteayly 800years oLd

FOR APPLICATION INFORMATION
GO TO THE OIP WEB SITE AT
WWW.JMU.EDU/INTERNATIQNAL-/ABROAD/FORMS.SHTML
OR EMAIL STUDYABROAD@JMU.EDU

DON'T DELAY

Editor: Anna Young
opinion@thebreeze.org
[540] 568-3846

www.thebreeze.org
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Text while you drive,
you could end your life
Or so say proponents of a bill proposal to make texting while driving a punishable offense
Do you ever text your friends while driving to class? Your days of
vehicular texting could be numbered. According to Anita Kumar of
The Washington Post, the Virginia General Assembly briefly considered a blanket ban on text messaging while driving. orTW'I).
TWO is when someone types or reads text messages on their cell
phone while operating 1 vehicle. It is already a punishable Offense
for people under the age of 18 to operate a cell phone while driving, however, current laws protect drivers from being pulled over
forTWI> alone. Instead, drivers must he stopped for another offense
fint making eiiloi.emeiit difficult. The
newly proposed law, currently delaved fol
further Study, would have made TWD a first <.*.
offense, one punishahle by a $250 fine— regardlcss o| age
Though the bill's delav 000001 for a good
reason more research Into its impact on
emergency responnera, among other factorsit h impetntiVS that some version of the ban

many profanities
My indignation didn't List long, however, M the next day I textcd
while driving to find out theacoreofs Ravens game, [fs convenient.
stvlishand incredibly dangerous. Sometimes I can even deceive mvaeM
into thinking I'm paving enough attention to the road
I'espite the danger and despite preaehv opinion articles, people
still text from thedrfvei sseat According to the same Washington/vet
artule. .1 Nationwide Insurance study found that 37 percent of drivers
between the ages ot 18 and 27 text while driv ing. In 2007. live cheerleaders died in a New
York car accident, which was thought to be
caused by TWD. The consequences are dire,
hul observation of any college campus shows
that we won't Mop Ml our own. A law is necessary, Unrbrtunalely, there are sorne lines ot
resistance.
The most significant argument against the
hill is the difficulty of enforcing such a law.
Mow will ponce officers Identity cuJprita) Police officers are perceptive individuals, and a
T> driver weaving around the road with a bowed
head would lie noticenMsi I meervatJon along
with questioning could determine TWD as
the culprit. Furthermore, the point of the law isn't to catch everyone.
It's to deter enough people to make the road a salei place. I might not
gel caught, but if a friend texts me to complain about a $250 fine. I
may be more inclined to keep my phone in m\ |><>ekct while driving.
I'm trying to quit, but I still text while driving Regardless. I support this bill completely and will l>e sending this article to my representatives Hopefully, lawmakers will pass it alter further study. If the
law is p.i.ssed, il will probabl> turn Port Republic Road into I SBS ot
blue (lashing lights—hul th.it beatseven one set of ml lights rescinding to a text caused crash.
Martm sieger is a sopflornore SMAD major.

Text messaging requires
at least one hana ana two
eyes-both key components
to driving.

becomes hw, it mayseemUmcoinmcaknovfl*

edge that texting while driving is a bad idea. By
detinilion. texting is one ol the most distracting activities a driver can do. Text messaging
requires at least one hand and two eyes—both
1
itsponents to driving.
Aquiek text message, one Using both hands, generally takes | tew
SSOOnOa to pound out. Transfer thai to a car. MK\ that's a few seconds
thedrtvei lent pe^og attention to the road Furthermore, behind-thewheel texts take even longer because the driver usually devotes one
hand to. voti know, driving. It only stands CO reason that text messaging i' one of the most idiotic, dangerous things someone can do while
driving.
Again, all ot this -inns like common sense, but I don't wish to
Condemn readers who text while driving—mainly because I do it. too.
Back when I was new and naive lo the whole texting experience. 1 had
BJO idea how anyone could lexl while driving. The first tune I saw 1

snlnnit Darts & Pats online at thehrvese.ory or
e-mail Darts & Pats to bree/cdp(a hotmail emit.
Harts & Puts an1 submitted anonymously and an
prthtafOfl <i >/«H. in'iulahle hosts SUOmfafoni
art based upon one person s opinion cfa given
situation, person or event, and do not rw«
sarilyreflect the truth.

driv er tv ping away with me in the (mssenger's scat, I scolded him with
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Is Spain saving the world?
When it comes to consumption, the United States has a lot to learn

An "olive-you-forever" pat to my elementary school
sweetheart for his Valentine s Day plans to cook for me in
the dorm kitchen.
From a girl who loves that you know food is one way
to her heart.

A "did-you-really-think-that-was-free?" dart to tin
MfWO who took the IHOUM s\ ^t*rii Utd iPod N.tin i In mi
the free store on the commons Fri<lay.
/•'mm a very sad friend who wishes to inform the
person who ttnik it that it is greatly missed wants who
ever took these things to give them back to Students fot a
Democratic Society.

A'thanks-for-sayinn-l-coiilil-vfjit'-vi.i-iiii-.ihTiih %
ballot" dad tO the 90A who never made sure we actually
received ballots
From a disgruntled student who couldn t vour her
poHtkai Opinion bOOaUU she chose to register to vote
through you.

Before coming to Salamanca. Spain,
I nevei consklered myself ■ carelest consumer of the world's natural resources. In
fad. 1 counted myself "earth-friendly" by
doing things like turning the lights off in my
apartment before leaving for class or recycling plastic water bottles and yogurt cups.
And when I turned the shower water oil
while I shaved or when I set the recycling
bin out on llie curb tor pick-up, 1 used to
feel like I was Captain Planet.
It took a move to a new continent for me
to realize both my and the U.S.'s wasteful
habits. I have several simple ways Americana COttld conserve the earth's precious iv
sources. Every day, Spaniards amaze me at
how well they conserve.
Take lighting, for example, F.very public
facility in Spain has motion sensor lights.
As motion MUSOI lights turn on only when
someone is using the area, they automaticallv ensure thai lights are turned off and
energv is conserved when that area is not in
use. Some places even have Iighis that are
on timers
The Spanish also eonscive lighting in
their houses A person leaving a room turns
off the light or TV. even if she plans lo u
turn in a minute.
1 cannot count how many times my
madre has reprimanded me for walking into
my housemate's room without first turning
off the lighl in my room. Hues weeks ana
several scolds later, I am learning to save

Blectlicitj like .1 Spaniard.
In addition to lighting, public facilities
in Spain have other conservation tricks up
their sleeves. For instance, in Spam the concept of a "to go" cup does not exist. Think of
how many paper cups Americans use daft]
from coffee shops alone
In Spain, not only are the ceramic cups
reused, but the lack of a "to-go" culture
means that if you want your daily hx. von
have in actually sit down and take the five

ii
...I used to feel like
I was Captain Planet.

55
minutes out of your hectic life to drink it.
Imagine!
Grocery stores in Spain employ another
trick: The> charge customers for grocer)
bags. Sure enough, when mv Irieud and 1
realized we had lo pay for thai seeoiid bag.
we gave it back and piled our purchases into
one bag. Money saved. Natural resources
saved Berth (closerto being) saved
At home. Spaniards an |ust as adept at
conserving electricity and other resources
as in public buildings. Most households ait

A"way-to-lollow-health-codc"darl to the Festival
workers who offered someone a sample ol i lucked and,
when she declined, ate it tlieins.elves.tnd went hack t"
work without changing their gloves
From a man in line wh<> hopes UMI know he is the one
that turned you in and hopes you were •tinned

TEST YOUR SKILLS
WITH A BREEZE MAZE!

An "it s-nnt a [M'liudu.il bed1 room" dart to the
couple laying 00 each other in Carrier Library Wednesdav

morning.

from (i confused siiphonuire who emihin t deeule it
h. w<is aniust d <>t ihsgusted by your piv-Valentinc s Oau
graphic display.

I xlitoriul Policies
Responses to all opinions published iu lhe Breeze are
welcomed and encourtged Letten should be no loafer
than 250 words, must include <i name, academic year.
major and phone number for verification and can be
e-mailed ut htw/ropinioiHu ytnuil.nmi or mailed lo
MSC6805G1. Aiithony-Seeger Mall. Harrisonburg. \ A
22807. lite Brecae rcnerveo the right to edit all eubrnfev
sions for length and grammatical st\le.
1 did.i. :i ioardi
Mary Frances tVarsi v. edHm iinlnvt
I A.111 I >vson. managing odiloi
Anna Young. ■ 1»"" « edil*w

dry laundry. If you walk down any lesideii
Hal street in Salamanca on a breezy day. you
see clothes flapping mi balconv railings like
exotic birds
In addition to saving electricity, my
madre has BUM introduced me lo a whole
new level of recycling. In the United States,
I lelt proud of myself when I recycled a plaslk yogurt cup. Mv ma.he recycles the lid to
the yogurt container
In the United States, I patted myself on
the MM I when 1 recycled a newspaper. My
madre reiviles the |>apei wrapper to a tea
bag. My conservation efforts in the United
Stales made me feel like I was planting
trees. Here. Spaniards are leaching me to
plant 6)1
From sensor lights to grocen hags with
price tags. Spain has show n me just how far
behind the United Slates lags in Us efforts
lo protect our earths resources Recycling
anil turning lights off are simple things we
can all take the time to do
Our participation in Fiarth Hour, a
global movement to turn off all lights and
conserve energv lor one hour at 8 p.m. on
March -!<». would be an easy first step towards improving U s i rolo In conserving
resources, and alter thai organized hour
ends, what's then to stop us from continuing to save the world, one yogurt lid at a
time?
Knthie Hagy is ti tumor English major.
Undying abroad in Salamanca, Spain.
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After you are victorious,
solve this broin teaser:
At a party, everyone shook hands with
everybody else. There were 66 handshakes.
How many people were at the party?
(turn to page 13 for the answer)
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B E J\ PART O F
JMU'S CENTENNIAL
Don't miss your chance to get in The Breeze's Centennial Celebration Guide on March 13th!

Deadline: February 21

Call: 540-568-6127
The one & only

Anthony's Campus Pizza
Pickup Specials
(540) 432-0200
1762 South Main Street
minimum deliver)- $8.30

LSAT GRE

GMAT

MCAT DAT OAT

\
PCAT TOEFL

FREE
PRACTIC
TEST

_Pick-up Specials
1

X-Large Cheese Pizza $6.99
i
| X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $7.99 '
i X4,arge 2 Topping Pizza $8.99 [

How would you
score on test day?
Take a free Practice
Test and find outl

L<
$500 OFF
meineke
car care center

HARRISONBURG
1871 Sxrtk Main Street
llmm * faw 11 fan* mi IW. M U t~*> <J—:i

OIL CHANGE
Witeoat apeftai to rtaaku retail oridaj.
M l>i»|a hifcifci }alW »aala<»lHi olmt,
MM la. WM oap waV ••lavad l«
-n«*li. aria la saak

540-438-5858

%

15 0FF
ALL PARTS
FOR ALL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Oiuoaat appall I* refaW rotol aiMaa.
Mail proton Caiaoai I.D. ot riate of
aitkaeto. SM dooUi lor daloti.

Sunday, February 17th
atJMU:
GRE-1:30pm
GMAT - 2:00pm
LSAT-1:30pm
MCAT - 2:00pm
DAT - 2:30pm
PCAT - 2:30pm

Space is limited.
Register today!

"sponsored by AED
A/C Service Batteries Belts • Brakes
Oil Change Transmission Fluid Service
fires ■ Tuite-Ups And Much More

FREE Undetcor Inspection t Estimate
Nationwide Lifetime Warrantiei

3 V" i«-o^i««. «.««*.
*.i tkaa IM wn
www.meineke.(orn

« ..._
...
P*" mo" >m

U

';30 arn to 6:00 pm

Looking for an
On-Campus job for
Fall
2008/Spring2009?

Kaplar. The smarter way to prep.

Asthma Study

Do you have Asthma?
Volunteers (ages 18 to 40 years
old) are needed for .1 stud) about

not smoke Scteeningwill involve
2 visits ($40 per visit). Based on
the results, those who qualify can
enroll in a 7-week Muds with pay-

fir

FALL

2008

SPRING

2000 Service Coordinator positions

ment up to $1250 A 4-day stay
in a hotel is an important pan of
this study. All study-related testing mediations and the hotel Sun

yf' Pforessio^AL tJO?K £xp£?z£'/C£
5Q' forxZBLf Sc-4Q>UL£

with loom servk es are provided at
no charge Screening will be ongoing through February

Screening nearJMU. along with
rdmbursemeni foi travel costs,
will be available.
For more information and question*, p4sa«a call or •maH.

UVA Asthma and Allergic
Diseases Center
434-082-3510
his®vtrgtnia.edu

«

IHBHSB 013236

UNIVERSITY
•^VIRGINIA
HEAI.TII SYSTEM

3Q r*lt»l sT60>e>rr-e(:>rrf.f?o> 'tTMOSP*/&?£

TEST PREP AND
ADMISSIONS

•W M*rs aft- •fffwd I ■ifnw'l * i*f tlvi' itwntx mm

asthma and the common cold
The goal is to improve .isihma
i,ire. You must have asthma and

Community Service Learning ii NOW HIRING

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST I kaptest.com/practice

www.uvahealth.com

golden

corral

Everyone deserves a good meal.9
Applications are due by

5PM

on February 29th

Visit WWW.jmu.edu/csl and click on Employment CS-L
for application and additional position descriptions

Contact us at (540) 568-6366, csKgtjami.edu
or stop by Wilson 204!

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS
CALL 564-0477
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

I

Editor: Kelly Fisher
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Ifc«(Oilol leaneiSM Williom's "Suddenly lost Summer" prepares lor Tuesday night's petformonte backslageat Iheatre II.

its show time
Theatre II heads back in time with 'Suddenly Last Summer'
BY SARAH MOORE
contributing writer
"I know it's a hideous story, but it's a true story
of our time and the world we li\e in," irolmun
Kaitlyn Benetz said as playing Catherine Holly
in Theatre II's Monday night production of Tennessee Williams s disturbing plav "Suddenly Ust
Summer."
"Suddenly I^ast Summer" may not exactly be
a true depiction of our time and our world, since
the play was written for audiences in the '50s, but
it certainly is hideous. The play drives and twists
through a series of clues about the true nature of
the characters involved, namely Williams's somewhat-autobiographical character, Sebastian, who
never actually appears on set. Throughout the
pla>. characters make allusions to the truth about
Sebastian's possible sexual relationships with children, his mother and his cousin.
But the end of the play leads the audience to .1
rather inconclusive place, where people are left with
more questions than answers. The play abruptly
ends with the hideous revelation that Sebastian li,is
l>con killed and cannibalized by a band of children.

The audience on Iflonda) night was clearly
contused and uncomfortable when the production
ended, not knowing exactly when to applaud or
what to make of a play with no cle.ir answers.
But this may have been just what Williams intended with the play.
The director, senior Stephanie Ganacoplos.
said she was drawn to the content of the play because it was "beautifully disturbing.~
"1 hope this play leaves the audience in a state
of self-reflection." she said. "It's not black ami
white. Things an- not black and white like th.it.
they just aren't."
Sophomore Lejfe Pumphrey liked William's
play.
"I feel like there MM a bt that was left out," she
said. "I wanted to see more of it, the audience was just
left with this imsterv 'lliere DM t elosure, but that's
just the play itself."
Sophomore Shaina (Jordon agreed
"I liked it.il was very intense and just extremely
emotionally charged throughout the entire thing
and I like that kind of thing" she said. "The ending
— I didn't Mt-ih.it coming at all. It's built up so much
throughout the whole play, 'What was it? What hap-

pened?' It was different and very unexpected."
Gordon said her favorite part in the play was
delivered by junior Laura Webb.
"I loved at the end when Mrs. Venebale reacted
to Catherine, when ihe BM lip ami ft tin -attacked
her, or tried to, and yelled," she said. "I thought
she did a wonderful job with that.
Pumphrey though Benetz did well in her role
as Catherine.
"It seems like that was a realb difficult role to
play and being a freshman I think she just did a really good job of getting in touch with the character
and being very emotionally charged."
"I liked the entrance of Mrs. Holly and George,
her son," she added. "You knew that there was tension between them and Mrs Venelule and it waf
fun to see that interaction."
Mrs. Holly was played by Christie Steele and
George Holly was played b> Zach Moody.
"I think that this is really appropriate for college," Ganacoplos said about the play. "It's jboiit
tune toi selt-retlecting."
"Suddenb List Summer mils through Sahn
da) at Theater II at H p in each night, with an extra

matineeSaturda) it 3 p.m lit kefs ire I3.

Senior dance majors showcase talents at concert
Student dancers display different styles in
perfected routines, unique choreography
BYRACHAHMCDUMI
(•fltrituftoj wiittf
Since the start of this semester, senior dance majors have been
striving to perfect their pieces for the senior dance program. 'Iheir
hard work will pay off Friday and Saturday night as they perform
their pieces for'True Life: I am a.IMG Dance Major."
Since the beginning of this semester, each senior dam ei has cho
reographed a dance and rehearsed on a regular basis Alter many
practices and rehersals, the dancers have put their final touches on
their work. Other dance majors in various academic years have been
chosen to perform with the seniors.
Students have made each dance style unique by adding
their creative flair. The program has different modern-based
dance techniques that may vary from what many may expect.

out
about
What's happening
around the 'Burg

Artist Xu Bing to speak
tonight at Memorial Hall

Jasmine Smith, a senior dance major described it as being

"like art."
"Ink student production is | compilation ot \er\ intelligent and
unique individuals who have worked hard in order to create mOVC
tnenl with sentimental x.ilue." Smith said. "The way the body moves
is one interest, but the passion In-hind the movement is uh.it makes
it great."
The senior dance choreographer! BN Meghan BaBaid, Sarah
Birgfeld. .lillian Boelte. Ashley Knight. Allie Larson, Lauren Malvisin.
Jennifer Potosnak. Jasmine Smith and Kate Yow.
Various pieou will IK- performed, including "Another Liver Ltt
Behind," "...And Then There Were N< >NI■:." 'Something m the Way I
Move," "Ode totynthia." 'AaYonSeeYonrterf,1' insidious behavior"
and "Working Without a Nt
There is a wide \arietj oi pities ranging from sentimental to fast
and fun, according to Smith.
The culmination of the dancers' hard work takes place Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in Godwin Hall. Room 355 Tickets will
be sold at the door for $4 with a JAC Card and $8 for the general
public.

FRIDAY: Children's

SATURDAY:

theater show

Through Her Eyes'

The Masterpiece Season
performance. "If You
Give a Pig a Party," is
based on the award
winning children's book
by Laura Numeroff. A carnival of music
and feslivrty. it appeals to kids and adults
alike Tickets are $10 for students and
can be purchased at the Box Office m
Harrison Hall The performance will be
in Wilson Hall at 7:30 p.m.

'6*

( hinest-Nun artist Xu liing. famous for his art aimed at
transcending cultural houndaries, will deliver a lecture Feb. 14 at
Memorial Hall The livturv. entitled "rVturing Equality: A Conversation with Xu Bing" is jxirt of the Institute for Visual Studies'
• Hig( )ing iiiLssii in ot enabling students to become visually literate
Bing baa explored the relationship between image and
text and language and culture in much of his art. He has said
that his current creative effort, "Book from the Ground," is
an attempt to create a universal visual language
BingiAivrienciilt'luna s"( ultural Revolution, initiated
by Mao Zedong in the njbos. and s|tenl two years relocated
in the country side He later attended the Central Academy of
Fine Art in Bejing. andcurrenth lives 111 the United States
An exhibit chronicling some of his work, including s< ana
pieces ne\ei before exhibited, is located in the Sawhill Gallery through Feb. 26.

SATURDAY:

As part of the Uganda Child Soldier
Awareness Week a collection of photographs taken in Northern Uganda
by artist toseph Michael will be on
display m the Pnsm Gallery at the
Festival Conference and Student
Center from 7-9
p.m. A reception
will also be held
for the event.

•8
-tia4»<

BY MARY FRANCES CZARSTY
senior write*

Souter Coaster
at The Pub
Richmond-based band Souler Coaster, specializing m
danceable funk, R&B and
disco music from the '70s
will perform Saturday
night. The performance
will feature live horns,
four vocalists, guitars,
keyboards, bass, drums
and percussion.

k*-k,k-V»»l

1

TUESDAY: 'Dr. Goddess
Goes To Jail"
Kimberly C Ellis, known as "Dr
Goddess," presents a spoken
word musical comedy based on
a true story. The event will be at
7 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium
The performance is free for JMU
students and sponsored by
CMSS. UPB. the Furious —
Flower Poetry Center and
the ]MU chapter of NAACP
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EXHIBIT GOING SWIMMINGLY

A.

The
M
APARTMENTS
HENTS

M

WHAT DO OUR RESIDENTS Q^ ABOUT

THE MILL APARTMENTS?
^ "The Mill is great! It is quiet but still fun...

*\

SSM^T

I wouldn't live anywhere else."
^- "It's more laid-back over here and you can't beat
the price and location."

iramD000V«" »!.»»■.>■

Vtita ntfUm, bcMh, Mi Ms. _
Fai23rkaa.l4i1is.t-1olosoil.lw.

^ "Parking is never a problem."

by Gwfe Mason students are on display al tha ariWotVs Gallery through
pfairom wrfh JMU statltats «tie irill dhpfay riiair oofk al GMU

^ "We were very impressed with the service at The Mill."
^ "Out of all the apartment complexes,

30 S* Main St

The Mill by far is the best..."

Next To Jess' Quick Lunch

433-3366

The Mill Apartments
11-A South Avenue
CALL TODAY! 540-438-3322
SOME UNITS AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 10am-2pm

www.themillapts.com
themillapts@yahoo.com

i=r

Ron Turner,
Community Manager

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6

DVDs
$29.99
Buy One-, Gel One

ect DVDs
$14.99 or $9.99
► Buy 2, Get 3rd Free!

Adult DVDs, Magazines uud Novelties
Massage oils, Lubricants, incense. Tapestries

Body Jewelry Sal

Come Check Out Our__—.—1
Valentine's 1)

■ Editor: Tim Chapman
i Assistant Editor: Matthew MrGovern
sports@thebiefze.org
(540) 568-6709

www.tRibrttzs.org
Thorsttey, Fttfutry 14, 2008

Sweet Home Mabetna. Virginia

Yeah.J said it.
niwcwnuKiHrti*
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No 'shoelaces' for USA, no
move for Mickey Matthews
BY MATTHEW MCGOVIM
owKttnt sjwrft «*t«

Mickey Matthews didn't get much sleep
Monday night. The JMU football coach
interviewed Monday at the University of
South Alabama as a candidate for its inaugural head coaching position.
According to Matthews, South Alabama
never formally offered him the job. But hypothetical questions were involved in the negotiations, face-to-face and over the phone.
"There were certainly questions like 'If
we offer this job would you accept it,' which
is a very leading question," Matthews said
Wednesday morning at an interview at the
Plecker Athletic Performance Center.
M.itthews had met with his assistant
coaches at 7:30 a.m. Wednesday to announce his decision, meeting with his players afterwards at a team meeting.
While it was reported that USA offered
him the job Tuesday night, Matthews said
those words were never actually spoken. According to him, a phone call Tuesday inviting
him back to Mobile, Ala. was the strongest
indication that an offer was forthcoming.
"There were very intense negotiations on
both sides," Matthews said. "I realized when
they wanted to fly us back down there a second lime that an offer could be possible and
I needed to make a decision."
Matthews called "family considerations"
the main reason he stayed, but also cited
concern for his coaching staff at JMU and
their dedication to the program.
"I was concerned about their salarystructure for their assistant coaches, that 1
may not be able to take my entire staff with
me," Matthews said. "People don't know,
when the head coach resigns everyone resigns."
Had Matthews taken the job, he would
have potentially been given a raise from the
roughly $215,000-$230,000 he currently
makes <it JMU with extras such as television
and radio deals. South Alabama is reportedly offering between $200,000 and $275,000
for its inaugural head coach.
JMU offered Matthews an extension and
a pay raise Feb. 4, and Athletic Director Jeff
Bourne reportedly expected a revised contract to be presented to Matthews Wednesday. The original offer was made before USA
athletic director Joe (iottfried asked JMU
tor permission to speak with Matthews.
"We/re very pleased with Coach Matthews' decision to remain as head football
coach at JMU," Bourne said in a statement
released Wednesday.
South Alabama, a Sun Belt Conference
school, is starting its football program from
scratch and plans to compete in the Football
Bowl Subdivision (formerly Division I-A) by
2013.
USA President Gordon Moulton announced the formation of a search committee with the goal of finding the Jaguars' first
coach on Dec. 20, 2007.
"South Alabama's a great situation, it's
gonna 1* a very good Division I football job

No one's Posing in
in this relationship

After what he called "intenw negotiolions" wrth South Alabamo. JMU coach Mickey MotnSewi decided to stay put

for someone," Matthews said. ~TIH'\ oSVC
a great athletic director, llu'> have great
fan support in (their) future. I didn't dislike anything I saw in Mobile, Alabama in
terms of winning football games
But besides a pay raise, South Alabama
didn't have anything of major significance
for Matthews to like, either. The USA administration has organized construction
of a 50,000 square-foot football support
building similar to JMU's Plecker Athletic
Performance Center, but the JagQMl AW
without their own football stadium
"They've never played football before,
they didn't even have a shoelace," Matthews said. "That was interesting to me.
that you were gonna get to hire the seen*
tary and decide what kind of footballs' you

use and even the design of the uniform."
Matthews said that doing all those
things would be an "exercise in patience,"
and that ultimately his heart was in Virginia
The Jaguars will begin play in LaddPeebles Stadium, which has a seating capacity of 40.646 and has hosted the Senior
Bowl for over 50 years. The stadium has
also hosted the GMAC bowl, which invites
teams from Conference USA and the MidAmerican Conference.
But while USA continues its search for
a head coach, in 2008 Matthews will coach
his uith season at JMU, with a 64-44 record and the 2004 national championship
to his credit.

Lacrosse matchup is no cup of tea
BYJKKWAIMY
Matf wiitei

Five time zones and over three thousand miles separate two groups of women,
but on Wednesday they came together at
JMU's campus for one reason: a lacrosse
game
It was the fourth time that the teams
came together at Madison as the English
national team played JMU in a preseason
scrimmage.
JMU won the exhibition 11-6 led by 5
goals from senior Julie Stone and 3 goals
trom senior Annie Wagner. Kngland, who
played Richmond on Monday, played
many of its younger players for the majority of the game including three 16-yearolds.
"Colleges in Europe are too small [so|
there is no competition," said Lucy Lynch,

f
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a member of the Kngland and Madison
lacrosse teams. "To improve, WSJ need to
come to plav U.S. coUsgss
As part of its tour to prepare for the
2009 Lacrosse World Cup in the c'/e.h
Republic, the team from Kngland plays
many of the top collegiate teams on the
east coast. The teams current trip includes games against Duke University,
University of Virginia, University of North
Carolina and University of Richmond,
"We want to increase where we've been
in the World Cup.'' Kngland roach Lola
Richardson said. "We want to improve our
position lor I2000I and the future."
Lynch's role as a member of the Dukes
squad provides the opportunity f,,r Madison to face the English women Wednss
da> was the second meeting between t&S
two teams this school year and is used
in order to prepare JMU for their season
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Semoc midfielder Julie Stone (white)«««in Wednewkty'i exhibition with England She scoied five goals in the II6 win

opener, Feb. 28, against Dartmouth.
"For us it is an opportunity to trial
everything that we have been working
on against a learn that doesn't know us,"
Madison coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe
said. "It's a true exhibition."
The matchup is also a chance for England to play against a higher standard than
is seen in Europe. According lo Lynch, the
pool of players interested in lacrosse in
the U.S. is larger than what is available in
Kngland. She described the skill level in
the states as superioi ' compared to 'amateur" abilities back home.
Lynch is not the only member of the
DtduM who has international experience.
Senior attackei Natasha Fuchs was a member of the U.S. developmental team last
year and assistant coach Lindsay Lewis is
currently a captain of the developmental

learn.

It s,i great opportunity tor us competitive!) being able to play against international women who compete in the World
Cup.'' Klaes-Bawcombe said. "It's a higher
level oi Intansft)
Although the English team looks to
compete against wh.it it considers a more
skilled group of players, the exhibition
allows JMU to face a different type of
opponent than the\ are used to playing
against
Thev really do a great job of letting the
ball do the work." Klaes Rawcomhe tald
"They pass really well, they use space really well, and they are\er\ physical women.
It's a faster game and it's a physical game
so it's 1 really great preparation for us."
The coaches from England hope to take
aspects of the Dukes game with them in
their preparation for the World Cup. According to Richardson, her team wants to
l>la\ th« best thai the U.S. has lo offer.
T think the one thing we can take away
from the American game is the level of
skill." Richardson said. "In terms oi shooting, receiving and keeping of the ball."

Look around campus on this over-commercialized holiday and
you'll surely feel the love. You II likely see student couples from the
Quad to Festival exchanging bouquets of roses and boxes of chocolates.
But don't expect to see a completely loving experience at the
Convo. Junior guard Joe Posey and the JMU coaching staff won't
be exchanging Valentines air/time soon.
Poaey, one of the Dukea' twelve scholarship basketball players, hasn't been with the squad since he put m 16 minutes against
(George Mason on Jan, 19.
On Monday, Jan. 21, coach Dean Keener suspended him indefinitely because of a verbal aheTcation with assistant coach Louis Rowe late in the 96-75 loss
to Mason.
IV fourth-year Duke - Posey was granted a medical redshrrt as a true freshman
— voiced his annoyance after a lineup that
brought JMU within seven points with 6:35
remaining, was broken up by substitutions.
JMU had trailed by as many as 21 to that
point and Posey contributed to the almostcoaneback.
"I feel like what 1 said at the time was
CHAPMAN
right." Posey said in an interview last Friday.
"I feel tike it might not have been at the right
time. 1 take i^spoSBrbihty for that."
There couldn't have been a worse time for the team or its last
recruit left over from the Sherman Dilbrd coaching era — Posey
was retained by Keener* staff despite being recruited by the previous staff.
The Dukes were already without junior Kyle Swanston — the
team's leading three-point shooter before missing seven games to
injury — and taking away Posey, who led the team in three-pointerk
last season, certainly didn't help.
Although Posey was struggling to find his shot this season he is
a proven shooter who made 72 of Ins 166 three-point attempts to
lead JMU in the 2006-07 season.
Through 16 games thus season he was shooing just 23 percent
from long-range on 48 attempts, but could have broken the slump
and made a difference in the five losaes the Dukes have suffered
without him.
During Posers six-game absence JMU has lost three games by
five or teas points, and freshman guard Heideo Ratner has missed
having another option on the offensive end.
"Me as a ball-handler trying to find guys and get 'em open shots,
I feel his presence missed out there." Ratner said. "I definitely feel
he could be helping ua now."
This isn't the first time that Posey has been m trouble.
His freshman season he served a smaller suspension from the
team for not running wmd sprints at the end of a practice. He attributed the "rocky" start to immaturity more than anything, but
did admit to not having the best relationship with former assistant
Jake Morton.
"Coach's decision at that time I didn't agree with, but it probably
did me more good." Posey said.
Posey said he feels that he has matured since that first incident
and considers himself a good teammate
In last Wednesday's JMU win over Towson, Posey could be seen
sitting by himself in the lower section of the Convo across from the
Madison bench. He felt inclined to attend for the first time since
being suspended, because Swanston. his roommate, was returning
from injury.
"He's probably one of my best friends at the achool," Swanston
said. 'Not having him out here sucks."
Swanston added that he's encouraged Posey to try and speak
with the coaches, but neither side has budged in a situation that's
starting to look more and more permanent.
Posey said he wants the best for his teammatea. isn't mad at
Keener and doesn't want to be a distraction to the program.
Keener has continued to not comment on the situation saying
"Everything's all internal at this point."
"I don't know why it's internal and part of the team if I'm not
part of the team." Posey said in response Monday.
Rowe, a 1995 JMU alumnus and former Duke, was more animated Monday when approached about the issue, saying vehement ly he was "not gonna talk about anything to do with Joe Posey."
If Keener is able to salvage this season to please athletic director
Jeff Bourne and continue his reign. Joe Posey will probably not be
wearing purple and gold again.
There seems to be a rift between the two that has intensified this
year. Posey said that players are allowed to give input on the bench
during the game. After all. it is a game that brings out irrational
emotions in the heat of competition
"1 think Pierre Curtis does a good job vocally," Posey said. "Letting coach know if he sees something in the defense that maybe
some of the coaches are overlooking.'
But if Curtis had let his emotions get the best of him would
Rowe and Keener have acted so sternly towards the sophomore
from Denver? Or u Keener, for some deeper reason H K has decided
not to explain. not willing to work with the one player who he didn't
recruit but decided to stay and stick it out through what have been
four dismal seasons.
"I was expecting there to be some type of punishment." Posey
said. "I never thought that I would not be on the team going on
three weeks. When I talked to him he was like it's indefinite. It could
be three days it could be a week. That's exactly what he said. He was
like I'll be in touch with you."
Keener still hasn't gotten in touch with his player and until he
explains why. the legnthy punishment doesn't really seeming fitting
of the crime.
"A lot of people might say 1 don't think coach Keener really
cares that much for you.' Poaey said. "At times I don't really think
so either. 1 don't know."
Tim Chapman is a sophomorr SMAD major with a amcentralitm
in print jiwrnalism.
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Info for Now Studontt...
A Guide for Pirenti...
A Resource for Ficulty t Stiff...

Only Madison 101 Provides All Three!
Uidiion 101 if in orientation guide, feituring
everything you need to know ibout JMU end the
Herritonburg mi.
Mjdison I0l is published April 2iih
i00 copies, disirihulrd all over campus1'
Madison 101 only comes oui ONCE A YEAR!

Cill for your tpice NOW!
The Breeze 568-6)27

SUMMER
JOBS

Thanks to the JMU community for
all your help In making
SafeRides successful and to our
AMAZING general body!

Dude Ranches
National Parks
Theme Parks
Resorts

Also, thanks to Duhes Haven Farm
for donating the gas money for
SafeRides' Birthday weekend.
(540) 568-7433
http://orgs.jmu.edu/saferides

APPLY NOW
www.summerjobs08.org

OuM Vim-MSB v'M

Save on everything in our Outlet Department*
• Save on closeouts and returns from our national
catalog and Internet business

f

• Already low Outlet prices slashed by at least 10%

ebruary is

> Save 50% or more off original prices on many Kerns

March 2

> 30-day money-back guarantee
• Manufacturer's warranty on Outlet items
• Local TV delivery with basic setup for only $25

a

Airbrush Tanning

call 540-908-5258

Jkf/t

Home, Car and Portable Audio ■ TVs ■ Digital Cameras

•Supplies limned

CRUTCHFIELD

Hirritonburg: Oowtleaf Shopping Center 109 S. Canton Si • (540) 434 1000

FRIDAY

The Monster Dance Band
SATURDAY

The Souled Out Band
Vour Fauonte Dance Band!!

COMING SOON!
THURSDAY21ST

Old School Freight Train

Vob&Vans
RESTAURANT

The Home of
Homestyle
196 Burgess Rd., Harrisonburg, VA

FRIDAY 22ND

Sun Domingo
Band

UJ/Paul Jones

SATURDAY 23RD

The Reflex - 80's HI I Night!
FRIDAY MARCH

540-574-4666

Kevin Griffith, General Manager

7

Cross Canadian Ragweed UJ/
Cowboy Mouth.
Tickets ntm on salt at Rocktown and Plan 9 Music

WEDNESDAY MARCH 12TH

OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m.
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT

Carbon Leaf 18+
All Tickets at the door

ALL YOU CAN EATS EVERY WEEK
Monday- Mexi Night
Tuesday - Pasta Night

• mm* * oMtem

CARRY-OUT
AVAILABLE

www.lhebreezc.org
Thursday February If 2008 113

fPor Rent)
HIHROOM .M HAIM IOWN
IKHM WUklMI tlisl.m.- l.i ..iinpiiv

Quio Netghborinod,% i> \< tvi I
■Me '> i os Ytm Lew, $l050/momh
vtuillt/Kl » llilli f.lli or -SJII.^IK K<.M
5 Bedroom lowiihoosv
Mi Mm
Drive; IntcrrKM. dOM i" campus.
S27S. monlh. I yen leaM (1/01 * <>•»
nidataritcu MI; (703)450-3001
POWNHOI st ead win 4 bedroom,
wtjbn ■
f in IMI .in<l
downtowi Yeai lean NMI June 1
Call 433 6047 « 271-1992(call)
< ONDO M I

\MIM

S VIBH Naa

OoaMiucdoa on SaaeawaU Drive 1321
Mjuan tool optitiiaJI) furnished 2ml
flOQf .undo with 4 hctlriHtms. each *
privaH halhrooiii and walk in dOMl
Less then I IW trom IMC & I 2 mile
t.< raettamais, ihoaaiag. BBJ A hotels
Brand new appliances - refrigerator
vvilh i.c BMkai dMmther, disposal.
range with J sell- cleaning oven, miClOWave, w.ishcr drscr. and multiple
innii HI eoaMunicallopi iwtfcH wn
included Cnmnuinil) swimming P°"'
» lun tub. oaklooi pavMlon, nun
carter, volleyVrtl & basket bull eoariti
and rxirking rt all l»n S-IVI month bed
room « utiiiiios aad nrvkea included
LoOkinf fol lour i4i non smoking M

TOWNHOME FOR RENT Enjoy the
luxury of spacious one. Mo, three, and
four bedroom floor plans F.ulusive
QajMRMHCOflan I >v*imming pool, but
tub. stale-of-the-art e*ervi*e facility,
lounge, kilchenetle. name room, lanning beds, computer lab and so much
more Available furnished or unfurnished (all now (M0i4W040l

(Help Wanted)
WE PAY CPTO $75 per survey www
GciPaidToThink com
IBAKTENDtNOl$250 Daj Potential
No Lvprnence Vvcssar) 'I raining
As.nlaWr (800)963 6S20X1
liAKII.MUMi I I ISSBS SUMMER
I MI'I i A Ml \ I
jiggersburlendingMrhool com payment plans (MO) 6711202

UFB0UARD8

POd

SI I'l RVI

s(>kS Cremier Aquatics is now accepting applications for Lifeguards.
I' lOl Managers, and Area SupctviM>rN
around ihe Northern Virginia area ( M
t locations are required, however training is auilaNe JIOO sign up bonus i>
availahle lo all who applv online hy
March 1st. 2<>08. Ileasc visit our websiie to complete an online application
at www premicr4l I GOBI. For BON in
formation, you may contact us at (7(1.1)

mason

I leaaabi thai have no pet^ I
Brace Ifeyloi
tayfcxblOCcaneeai

SOPHOMORE <>K IUNJOR ■ bari-

nit Uailai atoo M wwa jne^edeyod
Call (4091 Ml

Ben lrni.i> efteraeoai Satunkyi and

III II' WANTED Student interested in
hind r.iising lor local foundation <S40)
I20-97S9
GRADUATING THIS SPRING' fastest
OflOeriai General Contractor in ihe U.S.
seeking ASMS I \M PROIK I M \N
\<ilK kj help oversee mulli million
dollar commercial construction project!
in MD. IX. and VA Great *OffcJB| en
vinmment *; potential career growth'
APPl.i ONI INI lOOVl ' wwwrollm
VIM com einplovincnt .lm
SKATE PARK ATIENDAN1
4303
CM) ol HarriMinhurg W "'» minimum
hourly. 2(1 to 25 hour, per week, depen
deni upon weather conditions, including
nights and weekends Opens and closes
skate park lacilil). supervises VttMOfl
and ensures proper salelv equipment is
woni hv park visitors (leans and inspects the fiK ilit> BialBttiBJ dailv alien
dean lOCOlda and pert onus related work
as reipiired
lot non intorinatKHi mil www.h.irn
sonburgvag«vor,.dh's4lli4l> S«>2»

1)1 Kl IKK, JMI Mhlet.cMv seeking
an individual lo be Ihe I niversitv Mas
COI tor tin- 2001 spring semester For
inloniulion regarding this position and
In upplv |Q lo http-- johlmk jinn edu
ami reference poaota| number (M«2(IK<I
I ( II \ \

[(Services

ness related majiH to work at l«*s.-il busi
lull time in the summer Good Woridflfl
conditions < .ill 340420-9789

hoteriag, rwamnatae, and tamtam
(IraM KM advertising sublet rentals

Call s\\ rouna(340>624

(540) 454-2344

OFI I VMl'i •>'

webJaN i-du acl listing! hon
OIIKI.II |lM rbf oil campus

(232)2354321

BE A PART OF
JMU'S CENTENNIAL

IK W I I loin the IMI1 MAYMI Sll K
Inp to the Nettierl.uidv M,i> I2-May
KIJOdK l-arn 3 credits lor infomialnvn.
lontact loemF"(mu edu or .all (540)4 *;
21°2

Personals
NEW STORE OPENING' COMING
SOON' Clothing and more for the She ruin
d-uh araj oi hie' Watcn oaf prograai .it
91 i M I eeHwy (Rome211 i--tt ridaol
iSomclhing Different Hair Salonl and i\
Basket Case Gill sliopi i New Market. VA
22X44 ^4O-74O-3700

emmpga
Spring Break Sale!

Don't miss your
chance to get in The
Breeze's Centennial
Celebration Guide
on March 13th!

Deadline: February 21
(tmun, ktapulto I Jamaita

1'imc for your

pvt\ WIIKCI luncup Our tclcruury
icjm IN ff*l> In help your pcl\ get ready
fa Sprint lull Mrvlof NMD animal
i-arc and cmorpcrkics \'IMI u\ al our
V.cbMic Massanullcn Animal Clinic

a
IMI s

NA(»S HIM) I Month Mudeiit Summer
Rentals MB) Vug. scabree/ercalts .orti

up to $500 oH per room!
VI II RIS \m ( \KI

EARN EXTRA MONEY and travel to.
'.'ill* per week potential scllinv
tukeis Weekly pay and I ravel beneliis

MOVING LIVING

( Travel)

Call: 540-568-6.27

Limited
Time
Otter.
I-M0-44MM9

www.stslriml.(oni

U.S. Personal Tax Service, Inc.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

!HgN$*
*£

1940's I'l.iiiminiii Octs Diamond Ring
Center-Hound 0.6lcts Sll G

Prepare, Print & E-FILE your
Federal Income Taxes ONLINE
for only $19.95!

This Week $1700

Use Promotion Code JMU2007 and Receive
a $5.00 Discount! Offer Expires April 15, 2008

'Ml "J our ttmmimtls uregrtuletl bv tin on sttijj G1A Diamond (iiiiilttatc

VUtusai 75 S Court SqumHenisoiiburgorMmmi.mcboiiiltwtliy.coiH

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

www.usptax.com
Easy Payment with Credit Card or Use Your Refund to Pay

Brain teaser answer from page 7:

12 people
Don't believe me? Explanation online at
scientificpsyt hie.comlmind/party I .html

SHOE
HAVEN
Cutest flats, boots, and
heels that you can find
in Harnsonburgl

Round Powryi
SAU
SAVINGS UP TO

SOU

Show your JAC Card to receive
additional 10% on select styles!
Located inside the
Valley Mill

540433W77
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Results of the
online poll:
Do you plan
on voting
Tuesday?
My state has
already voted -7
I've mailed my
absentee - 23

Sudoku
2
8
4

***##

1
5

8

7
2
3

2

111 be voting in
Harrisonburg -19

6
7

I forgot my
absentee - 28

Total votes: 103

3 4
6 2

1
9

3 6
1 5

1
3
5

1
4

2

brainfreezepuzzles.com

Rules: Fill in the grid so that each row, column,
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once.

The Breeze's Valentine's Day gift to you:
An extra, heart-themed Sudoku puzzle!
We love you, too.

Oifyium
Voted Best Place to Live Off-campus
Rooms for Fall 2008 still available
Sign up today
The Sunchase Clubhouse is 5400 square fi
Complete with a big screen TV, stereo systei
The Clubhouse is available everyday until mi
can be reserved for private get togeth*
Take the virtual tour online at www.sun<
17.sunchase.net

Contact us for more information
-—:—;

■■■■■^

